Great Wood Home Learning Recommendations
Year 3

May 4th – May 8th 2020

Bonjour 3H and 3HR! Here are the learning recommendations for next week. We hope you are keeping well and once again we can see that it’s
been a busy week with loads of fantastic things being done. Thank you again to everyone who has emailed us to share the things that they have
been doing. It’s lovely to see all your learning and again there are far too many to mention everybody! You are all showing great resilience in
learning when things get challenging and your Great Wood values are shining through. Thank you to Connie, Elise and Leo for the fantastic
photos of you making delicious pancakes and omelettes; they made us feel very envious. Not forgetting Ruby’s chocolate chip cakes too which
looked equally delicious. We really enjoyed reading your all your recipes and Nutella was a firm favourite in 3HR. Thank you to Daisy, who used
wonderful description to describe her family’s favourite pancakes. Thank you everybody in 3H for your pancake suggestions and recipes. A
special mention to Ethan, Connor and Oliver W – watch out Jamie Oliver!
We have been so impressed again this week with the work that has been going on in science. Thank you for sending us your super shadow
sculptures; we were blown away with your creativity. We would just like to give a little mention to Jack in 3HR who made a super NHS shadow
sculpture.
Below is a suggested timetable for your home learning this week. Don’t worry if you don’t stick to it or don’t get everything done; they are just
recommendations for things you could do. Look at your daily pages below for more details about the activities each day.
English

Maths

Grammar,
Punctuation and
Spelling
Science/Topic

Monday
Flat Stanley
Answering questions
about the text.
IXL Diagnostic &
Number of the Week
Capital letters:
Names for people
and pets
History: VE Day

Tuesday
Flat Stanley
Writing a letter

Wednesday
Flat Stanley
Vocabulary

Thursday
Flat Stanley
Newsflash

IXL Diagnostic &
Your Number’s Up!
game
Capital letters: days,
months and holidays

IXL Diagnostic &
Money Bags challenge

IXL Diagnostic & Buying
a Balloon challenge

Capital letters: places

Capital letters: letter
openings and closings

History: VE Day

Art – Chas Jacobs

Music – body
percussion

Friday
VE Day celebration

Maths – Congratulations this week go to Amy, Jessica V and Charlotte (3H) and Joseph, George Ho and Amelia (3HR) for being the most active
pupils from each class on TT Rockstars during the past week and also a huge well done to our current Studio Speed class leaders for holding
onto their top spots – Archie (3H) and George Ho (3HR). There are lots of children close behind (including Joseph in 3HR, who is only 0.1 of a
second behind George!) so keep practising those times tables and try setting a new personal Studio Speed record this week. A few minutes of
tables practice each day is really useful and this can be done in many different ways - check your home learning pack for some other ideas.
This week in Maths, we would like you to focus on using the ‘Diagnostic’ area on IXL. We would like you to access your IXL account and answer
a few Diagnostic questions a day to turn your ‘Bars to Stars’ by the end of the week! These questions are intended to be done independently and
without any help. If you get a question that you don’t know the answer to, don’t worry. Click ‘I don’t know this yet’ and move onto the next
question. It might be something we haven’t covered in class yet. You can refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ attached to last
week’s email if you are unsure how to access or use the ‘Diagnostic’ area. You also have a non-IXL activity each day which will require you to
use some of the addition skills you worked on last week. You could also go back to some IXL skills that you have been doing and try to improve
your SmartScore.

English – This week is all about the character, Flat Stanley. He is a boy who becomes flat after a bulletin board falls on him. Follow his
adventures and have a go at the activities.

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling – Our focus is on capital letters this week. Each day there will be suggested activities on IXL. We also
recommend that you continue to look at the Year 3 spelling list we sent home in the learning packs and continue to practise these at home using
the suggested strategies.

History – This week marks the 75th anniversary of VE day - the end of the Second World War in Europe. We thought this would be a nice
opportunity to research VE day this week and why it is important. We have put some suggestions for what you could do and some links to find
out more.

Art – We know there are many young artists in Year 3, so we have included a short tutorial with local artist Chas Jacobs. He gives you
techniques on how to give your drawings perspective.
Music – This week’s music lesson is based around the song ‘We Will Rock You’ by Queen. Learn to play body-percussion to this rock classic
with JT Body Beats: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTncGY0puuQ

Get in touch
This week, we would really like to see your ‘Newsflash’ in English. You could even pretend you are a reporter and record your newsflash! You
can also send us pictures or information about anything else you have been working on too if you like. Ask your parents to help or do it by
yourself. Remember, for 3HR, please send your email to 3rh@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk. This is only for 3HR. Anyone in Mr Hudson’s class
should send work to stephen.hudson@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk.
Great Wood is providing you with options and choices to promote learning but does not wish to put undue pressure on children and families at this time. What is
recommended will consolidate areas that the children have already covered and when we return to school teachers will make sure all gaps in learning are filled. Please
contact your child’s teacher by email if you have questions.

Dojo Points and Star of the Week
We will be using ClassDojo to award Dojo points to celebrate success in your home learning. You can earn Dojo points for a variety of things,
such as accessing IXL and TT Rockstars, reading, sending examples of work to us, or emailing to tell us what you’ve been doing. You can also
earn extra points depending on how much you do on IXL and TT Rockstars. We will also be awarding a ‘Star of the Week’ from each class with 5
Dojo points each week.
Congratulations to our Stars of the Week this week!
George Ha (3HR) has been working really hard this week, especially with his
writing. He has sent us some fantastic photos of his work - we particularly enjoyed
looking at your omelette faces!
Sophia W (3H) has been working hard at TT Rockstars and she also made a
wonderful shadow statue of a fish in the sea.
Here are the Dojo points awarded to the children in 3HR and 3H. 3HR collected 241 points this week and 3H collected 254 points. Let’s see
which class can collect the most next week! Below are the current totals for each class:

3HR:

3H:

Day

English

SPaG

Maths

Suggested Afternoon Activities (if you
have time)

Monday

Read together and/or listen on You
Tube Chapter One - The Big Bulletin
Board Both links below.

Capital letters: Names for
people and pets

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
(in a browser, not on the app).
Go to the ’Diagnostics’ page and click on
the ‘Step into the arena’ button. Answer 15 of
the questions independently and without help
from anyone else. If you get stuck or don’t know
the answer, click on the ‘I don’t know this yet >’
link and move on to the next question.

History – V.E. Day

Flat Stanley to read:
https://kingauthor.co/books/Jeff%20
Brown/Flat%20Stanley/Flat%20Stanle
y%20-%20Jeff%20Brown.pdf
Flat Stanley – version on YouTube
(from start to 2:30 mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
PVsiFx9ZyFo

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the recommended
activity for today.

Discuss the story so far together and
talk about these questions.

Top Tip 😊:
Remember specific names of people
and pets or animals are proper nouns
so they need capital letters. (Toby, Mrs
Smith, Fido)

What would it be like to be flat?
How would you feel?
What adventures would you go on?

Names of types of animal or common
nouns for people do not (teacher,
police officer, girl, boy, cat, dog, snake)

Write your answers to these
questions with your own ideas.

e.g. Mr Hudson is a teacher.

Check all sentences together for
correct spelling and punctuation.

e.g. My cat Toby is soft.

Refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ on
last week’s email for more detailed instructions if
needed.

Over the week, try and research Victory in
Europe Day (V.E. day) and why it is
important.
Some questions you might want to try and
answer are:
What is V.E. day?
Why is it special and important?
Why do people celebrate it?

Access the Number of the Week document at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk2.pdf

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.
Have a go at answering the questions around this
week’s number. You could do them all today or
just do a few each day over the week.
Answers can be found at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk2%20Answers.pdf

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.

You might want to present your findings
and information in a poster or leaflet. It is
up to you.
Some places you might find information
are here:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/horri
ble-histories-songs-ve-day-song
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/
war/dday.html
You can also use Kiddle to search for more
information. Kiddle is a child friendly
search engine.
https://www.kiddle.co

Tuesday

Read together and/or listen on
YouTube to Chapter Two - Being Flat
Both links below.
Flat Stanley to read:
https://kingauthor.co/books/Jeff%20
Brown/Flat%20Stanley/Flat%20Stanle
y%20-%20Jeff%20Brown.pdf
Flat Stanley – version on YouTube
(from 2:30 – 7:42 mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
PVsiFx9ZyFo

Capital letters: days, months
and holidays

After reading/viewing this chapter,
pretend you are Stanley and write a
letter to your friend. You could write
to someone in your class and post the
letter to them if you know their
address and read each other’s.

Specific names for days, months and
special holidays are proper nouns and
need capital letters.
e.g. Tuesday, June, Easter.

Describe orally and discuss all the
things that have happened to you so
far as if you were Stanley before you
write. Use these sentence
starters/ideas to help write your
letter, e.g.
Dear...
You won’t believe...
Yesterday, I was...
Everyone in my house thought...
Today, I have...
It was...
I felt...
I wonder what will happen tomorrow.
Please write back! From Stanley
Check your writing for correct spelling
and punctuation.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the recommended
activity for today.
Top Tip 😊:

General names for days and holidays
or celebrations are common nouns
and don’t need capital letters.
e.g. yesterday, tomorrow, the party,
my birthday.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
(in a browser, not on the app).
Go to the ’Diagnostics’ page and click on
the ‘Step into the arena’ button. Answer 15 of
the questions independently and without help
from anyone else. If you get stuck or don’t know
the answer, click on the ‘I don’t know this yet >’
link and move on to the next question.
Refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ on
last week’s email for more detailed instructions if
needed.

Access the Your Number’s Up! Maths Game
activity sheet at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primary
maths/download/file/Your%20Numbers%20Up%
2028-041.pdf
NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.
There are a few different versions of this game
on the sheet so choose the one you would like to
play. Version 3 is recommended for KS2, but you
might like to start with version 2 to get used to
the game first.
Print out or draw the appropriate game board
and collect the required resources. Follow the
instructions on the sheet for your game version
and play your game!
For further information and to see the game in
action, you can watch the accompanying
YouTube video by clicking the link below or
copying and pasting it into your browser.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0WVYgm4
Lrs&feature=youtu.be
Top Tip 😊:
Have a piece of paper and a pen ready for any
jottings and working out you might need to do.
Use your Maths Mantra and the calculation
strategies you have been practising.

History – V.E. Day
Continue researching Victory in Europe
Day.

Wednesday

Read together and/or listen on
YouTube to Chapter Three - Stanley
the Kite
Both links below.

Capital letters: places

Flat Stanley to read:
https://kingauthor.co/books/Jeff%20
Brown/Flat%20Stanley/Flat%20Stanle
y%20-%20Jeff%20Brown.pdf

Select the recommended
activity for today.

Flat Stanley – version on YouTube
(from 7:43 –13:49 mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
PVsiFx9ZyFo
After reading, watch this clip from
Mary Poppins about flying a kite.
Read and singalong together for fun!
Spot any new vocabulary in the song
and discuss/explore together. Write
new words discussed within
sentences about a kite.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
WyhJhf6Q7lg (from start to 1:00min)

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Top Tip 😊:
Specific names for places of countries,
places, towns and landmarks are
proper nouns and need capital letters.
e.g. Mount Everest, London Bridge,
France, the Lake District, the River
Lune.
General names for places are common
nouns and don’t need capital letters.
e.g. mountains, a wooden bridge,
country, the blue lake.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
(in a browser, not on the app).
Go to the ’Diagnostics’ page and click on
the ‘Step into the arena’ button. Answer 15 of
the questions independently and without help
from anyone else. If you get stuck or don’t know
the answer, click on the ‘I don’t know this yet >’
link and move on to the next question.

Art
We have lots of super artists in Year 3 so
we thought it would be nice to take
inspiration from local artist, Chas Jacobs.
You may be familiar with his work, some
of you may even have some at home. In
this short video he gives you a tutorial on
giving your drawings ‘perspective’. Have a
go and enjoy.

Refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ on
last week’s email for more detailed instructions if
needed.

https://www.facebook.com/chasjacobsart
ist/videos/226225888640225/

Go to
https://nrich.maths.org/1116
and access the Money Bags activity. Read the
‘Problem’ page and use your addition skills to
help you work through it. You can click on the
‘Getting Started’ link to help with ideas of how to
begin solving the problem and then click the
‘Solution’ link to find out how you did. These are
both found in the top left corner of the page.

Extra Challenge:
Example;
The kite went soaring up into the sky,
gradually getting smaller and smaller
until finally it disappeared.
Have a go at designing your own Flat
Stanley kite. Draw and label it. If you
have the materials at home, you
could even try making it and fly it
outside.

Dry drawing a map of your local area
or make up a map from your
imagination. For inspiration, you could
look online or in an atlas if you have
one at home.
Label the places and geographical
features.
Which labels need capital letters?
Which labels don’t?

Top Tip 😊:
You could use 15 real pennies, counters or any
other resource to represent the pennies in order
to give practical support when solving this
problem. You could record your work using
photos or come up with another way to record
your working and solutions.

We would love to see some of your Chas
Jacobs’ inspired drawings.

Thursday

Read together and/or listen on
YouTube to Chapter Four - The
Museum Thieves
Both links below.
Flat Stanley to read:
https://kingauthor.co/books/Jeff%20
Brown/Flat%20Stanley/Flat%20Stanle
y%20-%20Jeff%20Brown.pdf
Flat Stanley – version on YouTube
(from 13:50 –23:59mins):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
PVsiFx9ZyFo
After reading this chapter, discuss
what happened together. Start to
think about creating a newsflash
script for Flat Stanley and the
museum chapter.
See below a newsflash example from
Sesame Street to help with ideas as to
how to create a newsflash:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
uWE3uF9u9-g
Use these sentence starters to help
write your newsflash:
Good morning and welcome to....
Today we have some breaking news
about...
Flat Stanley is a hero because...
He helped the museum owner by...
Flat Stanley is here now to explain
what happened... Interview Flat
Stanley“.....................................”
Thank you very much for helping the
police.

Capital letters: letter openings and
closings
Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the recommended
activity for today.
Top Tip 😊 :
The start of a greeting or signing off of
a letter needs a capital letter just like
the start of any other sentence.
After the greeting or signing off, a
comma is needed.
e.g. Best wishes,
Sophia
Names of people and titles for people
need capital letters.
e.g. Mrs Smith, Dr Scott

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
(in a browser, not on the app).
Go to the ’Diagnostics’ page and click on
the ‘Step into the arena’ button. Answer 15 of
the questions independently and without help
from anyone else. If you get stuck or don’t know
the answer, click on the ‘I don’t know this yet >’
link and move on to the next question.
Refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ on
last week’s email for more detailed instructions if
needed.

Go to
https://nrich.maths.org/186
and access the Buying a Balloon activity. Read
the ‘Problem’ page and link your addition skills
and knowledge of money together to help you
work through it. You can click on the ‘Getting
Started’ link to help with ideas of how to begin
solving the problem and then click the ‘Solution’
link to find out how you did. These are both
found in the top left corner of the page.

Words for relations don’t,
e.g. your cousin Jeff

Extra challenge
Write a letter, postcard, card, note or
email to a friend or family member.
Remember to greet them and sign off
using your capital letters correctly.

Top Tip 😊:
You could use real coins to give practical support
when solving this problem. Alternatively, you
could download and print out a set of play money
coins from
https://www.paperzip.co.uk/?resource=9729
(copy and paste this link to your browser) or draw
out your own coin resources. You could record
your work using photos or come up with another
way to record your working and solutions.

Music
Follow JT on the link below as he teaches
you how to play ‘We Will Rock you’ by
Queen using body percussion.
Can you adapt the rhythms he teaches to
the different tempos?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTnc
GY0puuQ

Friday

Today marks the 75th anniversary of VE day. The end of the Second World War in Europe. At 3pm on May 8th 1945, The Prime Minister Winston Churchill made a radio speech to
tell Britain that the war was over. This resulted in the nation rejoicing and throwing parties. Some of you may have done a little research on VE day. We thought today would be
a nice opportunity to celebrate this occasion at home, if you would like to. Below are some links on how to create your own bunting.
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/england/pdf/how_to_make_your_great_british_bunting_step_by_step.pdf step by step guide on how to make your own bunting.
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/england/pdf/bunting_template_bbc_local_radio.pdf bunting template
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4TrqYDyf4PMdLypxzyTwGDg/great-british-bunting short video clip
If the weather is nice, you might like to go into the garden and have your own garden party. Why not try making something (if you have the ingredients at home) which they
would have eaten in 1940’s, here is a recipe for scones https://the1940sexperiment.com/2013/08/15/scones-recipe-no-116/
Have fun and send us some photos if you have a celebration!

